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NEW METHOD OF IMPEDANCE MATCHING IN RADIO~FREQUENCY
CIRCUITS.

A nerv transformer method.u described ·.,hieJ. is saitabl. both for
matc1liirg (:irctlit~ of unequal impedance and coupling $gmmrdrical and
un$gm.metricalradio-frequency circuiis, In tontradiltin£iion, to con-
1Jenlional mdAocU oj impedance mllh:hing tht frequency of the oscil-
lations being transmiued can be ouried over a wiele rangz.without the
necfultg of re-tuning,

THE impedances of the individual circuits of radio-
frequency equipment are frequently unequal. In

order to obviate the reflections. and losses involved
by mismatching, special matching devices have to be
inserted between such dissimilar circuits for the trans-
:mission of energy. For instance, matching is necessary
between the tubes of a transmitter output stage with
high load resistance and the 'low-impedance antenna
transmission line or feeder system. In the case of
low frequencies 'transformers with a corresponding
turns ratio can be employed. By reason of the un-
avoidable leakage inductance of the coupled trans-
former coils, high frequencies generally involve tuning
by means of additional condensers, and should the
working frequency be varied, corresponding re-tuning
is therefore entailed.

For impedance matching purposes a quarter-wave
Lecher wire ~;ystem having a surge impedance which
is the geometric mean between the two impedances
to bematclned can likewise be employed. Such match-
ing .sections must naturally also be re-tuned in the
event of the frequency being altered, to correspond
to the changed wave-length. Small frequency deviations
are, however. permissible when the impedance trans-
formation takes place in several steps adjusted to
the mean frequency. - Another method of matching,

. the line with exponential taper, permits large frequency
variations without re-tuning, but has amongst other
things' the drawback of taki!lg up a large amount
of space.

Special couplers are also necessary' for transition
from symmetrical to unsymmetrical circuits, e. g.
between the symmetrical output of a push-pull trans-
mitter stage and a' coaxial antenna cable with earthed
sheathing. Here, too, variation of the frequency gener-
ally involves re-tuning.

A new coupler which obviates re-tuning is shown
in Fig. la. It comprises two superposed windings
WI .and W2 separated by an insulating tube R. Given
symmetrical currents i1 (full-line.d arrows) the magnetic
fields produced by two closely-spaced superposed sec-
tions of conductor practically neuhalize each other,
i. e. the mutual- inductance of two' successive turns
of a coil can be neglected, while it is possible to
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replace the two windings by two straight conductors
having the same cross-section, length, and spacing
as the two developed windings. This. Lecher wire
system is represented in the equivalent diagram (Fig.
1 b) by the equivalent line A.
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Figs, 1. and 1 b. - Double·wlre coli system wIth equlvalonl diagram.
(a) The coil systern comprises two superposed wIndings W, and W!

separated by an Insulating tube R.
(b) Accordln9 to this equivalent diagram. whore symmetrical cut-eents i,

are concerned. the coli haa the effect or II Lecher wire sy6tem A.
but with unsymmetrical currents i. the nature of a choke call B.
The symmetrical and unsymmetrical C'url"Ants are segregated by Ideal
centre-tapped transformers. '

On the other hand, with unsymmetrical currents
it (dotted arrows), the field vectors produced by two
superposed sections of the conductors are added
together, with the result that the mutual inductance
between the individual turns of the coil becomes an
important factor. The double- wire coil system be-
haves here like a conventional choke coil. represented
in the equivalent diagram by B. In this diagram
the symmetrical and unsymmetrical currents t, and ii'
respectively, are segregated by centre - tapped ideal
transformers T. Given an adequate number of turns
on the windings WI and W! the impedance of the
equivalent choke coil B becomes so high that, even
assuming unequal potentials between the centre tap-
pings of the input and output coils, the unsymmetrical
current ;2 can be neglected. In this case the de-
scribed coil system forms an ideal transformer com-
bined with an ideal line.

In view of the effect of this ideal transformer such
a system S can now be employed, as shown for
example in Fig. 2a, to couple a physically symmetrical
circuit (connected to terminals 1 and 2) to a load
resistance Ra having one pole earthed. By making
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the coil of suitable dimensions the surge impedance
Zo of the matching line (A in the equivalent diagram
Fig. 1 b) represented by the coil system can be adapted
to the pure load resistance R a- In this case the input
impedance R. occurring between terminals 1 and 2
is equal to the surge impedance Zo and in conse-
quence also to the load resistance Ra. immaterial of
the actual working frequency.

The curves in Fig. 3 give the input impedance
computed from the coil dimensions for conditions
of short circuit arid no-load. The measured impedance
values are also given and agree with the curves to
a high degree. These measurements, which demand
great care, were made by a method specially deve-
loped for the purpose (d. Fig. 1, page 293). The
characteristic surge impedance can be determined from
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Fig. 2 a, b,· .nd c. - Employment of double.wl,. coli systema for coupling and Impedance matching purpo •••.

c

(a) Due to the suppression of the unsym-
metrical CLrrents by the series Inductance of
the coils such units cen be used for coupling
physically nymmetrlcal circuits (connected to
te,mlnalll 1 and 2) to clrcults having on. pol.
~ar-thad (conneeted to terminals 3 and -4).

(b) By .erles· parallel connection of two
colf systems S the load resistance Ra ::::
'(2 Zo Is teansfcrmed to the Input Impedance
Rl, = 2 20 (Zo = surge Impedance of a call

system).

(c) The antenna cable Kand output stage are "matched"
by the four coli systems S.

SurgelmpedanceofcoU systems = 2.0 Q.

Surge Impedance of cable = 240 Q: 4 = 60 Q.
Load impedance of output stage = 240 Ox4:= 960 Q. ,

By series-parallel connection of two or more coil
systems impedance ·matcliing is now also possible in
a simple manner, independent of the frequency. Fig.
2 b shows by way of example the input terminals of
two systems of coils S ~onnected in series and the
output terminals in parallel. No objections can be
raised to this practice provided the series inductance
(B in the equivalent diagram in Fig. 1 b) is large
enough. The load resistance Ra =1/s Zo is thus
transformed to the input impedance 2 Zoo Analogously,
with 11 coil systems impedance transformation in the
ratio 1: nl can be achieved.

In Fig~2i;i for instance, four coil systems are shown
connected .between a transmitter output stage and
the high-frequency antenna cable K, the resulting im-
pedance transformation being in the ratio 42: 1=16: 1.
With 21 coil system having a surge impedanceZo- 240!l,
for example, a transmitter output stage with a load
impedance of 4 X Zo=960!l can be coupled to an
antenna cable of Zo: 4 = 60 Q. The coupled coil
systems have the same effect as a transformer with
separate windings,i. e. the symmetry of the anode
circuit at the input end is not affected by single-
pole earthing of the cable connected to the other
end" Furthermore, the coupled coil systems behave
like a lLecher wire system, i. e. the input impedance
must follow a tangential function of the frequency
when. the terminals at the. other end are open or
short-circuited.

the geometric mean .of the measured or computed <

short-circuit and no-load input impedances. In the~.
, .1

present case it is about 240 Q. Fig. 4 gives the;~
curve of the input impedance for a load impedance;:
of about 53 Q.From the test points it is clear tha~1
the desired impedance transformation in the ratio of~
1:16 is actually poss~le over a very wide frequenctl
range. The deviation of the plotted mean-value cUrVe1

.!
R. from the theoretical curve 1 is due to the loa~

Fig. 3. - Input Impodance of matching· unit .,hen output
ahon-clrGulted or open.

The met~hlng unit comprls es fotH, double wire colis In serI8s~pZlrc:'II"
connection. The computed and measured primary Impedances are Plot~._..
as a function of the frequency with the secondary tormlnals open "1 ..

ehcrt-ctrculted. ...

'::-.:.:::.} Computed curves. o, Test points.

Rx, Input impedance with secondary terminals short~clrcuJted,
RL. Input Impedance with secondary terminals open.
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impedance being slightly lower than the theoretical
"value, 1:111 well as to the inherent capacitance of
the circuit.
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Fig. 4. - 'rhaoraUcal .nd m ••• ured Input' Impedanca of a matching .
unlt with a pure reolatlve load.

·Th$ m2'J:tchlf':gunit compeleea four double-wire colis In series-parallel
connection. A: surge .trnpedance' of 240 g was computed from the coil
data and the me8su'''ements In Fig. 3, whence, assuming a pure resistive
load of 60 u, the theoretical value of the Input Impedance Is 960 Q. The
msaaured valuea ofthe Input Impedance are somevt.hat lower owing to the
lesd lmpednncs having been somewhat lower than theoretically ••• umed.

Theof'eHoBI valwe of Ro ::: ZOo o . Teet poInts for RG = 53 O.

Impedance tronslorrnatlor; ratio 16: 1.

The described method of matching is particularly
suitable :for application in the ultra-short-wave field.
where it represents a big simplification compared
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to conventional tuned matching devices. Fig. 5 shows
the external appearance of an impedance transformer
with four coils, employed as antenna coupler in a

Fig. 5. - M••tohlng unit with doubla·wlre 00111.

T~9 system contains four double-wire cous for Impedance tr~o.s.farmallon
Irom 60 Q to about 1000 Q In tho ca se of metro wave.: With a power

of ovor 100 W the leases are negligible.

medium-power transmitter. It requires little space
and its losses are very low. This new component
greatly simplifies the construction and operation of
the equipment marketed by the Company.

(MS 564) G. Guanella. (E. O. W.)


